Vision

Moving towards a high performance organization and
becoming a leader in the power distribution business
with service excellence while simultaneously
enhancing the strength of related business and the
responsibility for the society and environment.
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Introduction
Electrical energy is an important factor in daily human life and
other business activities. For household users, this sector is just a small
part of the country’s overall energy use. However, tight cooperation from
household sector in using electricity efficiently can reduce the growth of
the country’s energy consumption and save energy cost for the nation.
This guidebook is attached with primary knowledge about how
to use and maintain electrical appliances efficiently to save energy so that
users can choose the appliance for use in daily life more appropriately.
Saving electricity is an easy thing to do. Efforts to save energy in
both daily energy saving practices are key factor which not only helps each
household save monthly bill, but also reduce the amount of the country’s
energy consumption.
Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA)
1st August 2013

This guidebook is made of used agricultural materials mixed with 100% recycling papers.
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Primary knowledge on energy efficiency
Saving electricity is about choosing the appropriate electrical
appliance by recognizing on 4 aspects as follows:

Usage cost

Usage cost means how much energy a typical appliance uses
per year and its corresponding cost. Users can notice at the symbol on the
appliance to find out how many watts or kilowatts the appliance is.
Therefore, users have to know how to calculate power for an
appliance and judge the cost of electricity each hour and each month.
Understanding watts and usage is essential. The more watts the
appliance is, the more cost electricity users have to pay for. Further, the
duration of operation also determines electrical usage.

Safety and reliability

Electrical appliance can cause damage if it is not properly
used. Users must choose to use the appliance that is designed
properly with manuals and certified quality guarantee from the
responsible government agencies. Consult experienced offers and experts
about how to choose and use the appliance is a must if users are not good
at choosing the appliance. Asking and gathering more information before
deciding to buy the appliance is recommended.

Price

Price is another factor that users have to make thorough
consideration before buying. Well-priced electrical appliances do not
always guarantee good quality and help you reduced the growth of
electricity consumption. Low prices on the electrical appliance are
often accompanied by even lower product quality. Some consumes
the large amount of energy. Some is manufactured with non durable
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materials. Alternatively, users should ask electrical experienced people
or experts before buying or noticing the symbol and the components used
in the appliance and weighs the price with its quality.

Installation and maintenance cost

Recognizing installation and maintenance cost before
buying the appliance is essential. Removal and reinstallation of
electrical lines as well as readjustment of the area causes higher
installation and maintenance cost for the appliance or even higher than
the price you paid for new appliances. Also, another important factor
that users have to recognize before buying is how much repair cost and
maintenance users have to pay for. Buying the appliance in which its
repairing tools are easy to find and maintenance methods are not
complicated. Ask experts for more details.
Users must receive manuals from sellers after buying new
electrical appliance from the shops. Users must read the manuals and
follow their steps because using the appliance properly will extend the
appliance’s life usage and can reduce energy consumption.
Furthermore, household users should buy normal 220 volt
50 Hz electrical appliance designed for household use following
the standard set in the country in the field of electricity usage in
household.
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Using electricity efficiently
		 Each type of electrical appliances commonly has different
types of functions and features. Therefore, buying proper electrical
appliances for your usage will help reduce the growth of energy
consumption.
●

Light bulbs

		 Commonly, there are two main types of light bulbs. They include
fluorescent and neon light bulbs. When compared, the price of neon light
bulb is quite higher than fluorescent. Neon is 4-5 times brighter than
traditional fluorescent when producing the same amount of mercury to
create energy and has 7-8 times longer life usage than the fluorescent.
		 Using one 40 watt fluorescent is equivalent with using two 100
watt neon but users use four times less electrical energy.
		 Moreover, there is also a newer type of fluorescent that
consume less energy, but produce higher level of light than the
traditional fluorescent. It is called the “compact fluorescent”. Its shape looks
slimmer and smaller than the traditional fluorescent. 18 watt of the new
fluorescent can be replaced with the 20 watt one and 36 watt to replace the
40 watt one. Compact fluorescent slim shaped design features allow for
easy application in almost any fitting previously containing incandescent.
In other words, this type of fluorescent is a fluorescent lamp designed
to replace an incandescent lamp; some types fit into light
fixtures formerly used for incandescent lamps. The lamps
use a tube which is curved or folded to fit into the space of
an incandescent bulb, and a compact electronic ballast in
the base of the lamp so that users do have to change ballast
and starters. It also can reduce energy consumption by 10%.
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		 The compact fluorescent is a small sized fluorescent that is designed and
developed to reduce energy consumption. It has a longer life usage than the traditional
fluorescent by 5 times and consumes four times less energy. It also can reduce energy
cost by 78%. Currently, there are two types of compact fluorescent.
Compact fluorescent with internal ballast
		 It is a smaller sized compact fluorescent that has
ballast and starters inside the lamp. This type of compact
fluorescent can be replaced an incandescent lamp directly
and it fits into light fixtures formerly used for incandescent
lamps. No more equipment needed for installation. The size
includes 9 watt, 13 watt, 18 watt and 25 watt.
Compact fluorescent with external ballast
		 The usage of this fluorescent is the same with
the one with internal ballast. However, the lamp of
compact fluorescent with external ballast is more easily
replaced than the compact fluorescent with internal ballast.
With its u-shaped, the inside of its bulb holder contains
starters and the outside contains ballast. The size includes
5 watt, 7 watt, 9 watt and 11 watt.

Things to do for efficient energy use
- Using low wattage light bulbs in some areas including passage and toilets to
consume less energy.
- Clean electrical appliances regularly. This includes cleaning all electrical
components including lamps, light bulbs, bulb holders and to name a few to make the
electricity flow from one point to another point more efficiently. No electricity wasted
while the lamps can produce the brighter more efficiently.
- Decorating your home with bright colors. Walls and furniture with dark colors
will absorb the light. This makes a room appear darker than a room with light colors.
For an old house or wooden house without color painting, decorating a wall with picture
or wallpaper can be the best answer.
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- Using light reflective walls. Painting a wall with white or shiny colors can save
energy better that the wall with darkened colors.
- Turn off the light when not in use. Turn off the light regularly is another efficient
way to reduce energy consumption. If users want to leave a room for 1-2 minutes,
users should turn the light off and also monitor every switches and lights in the house
regularly.
- Using lamps in some specific areas. Using desk lamps for some purposes such
as using desk lamps to produce more light when reading books, sewing clothes can
save electricity more than using electricity in the whole area.

●

Television

		 Today, television has become an important electrical appliance in every
household. Color television has become number one choice among consumers due to
its convenience usage with remote control. However, some people still use black and
white television. Color television will consume more energy
than that of black and white television by 1-3 times. Color
television with remote control will consume more energy
than color television in general comparing with the same size
because more circuits are installed.
Therefore, to use television efficiently is to turn off and
unplug television every time when not in use.
●

Refrigerator

		 Refrigerator is an electrical appliance that has to be plugged
all the time to keep cool temperature. Therefore, it will consume more
energy. The ways to use it efficiently are as follows.

Choose to buy it

		 There are several types of refrigerators ranging from 2-12 cubic
foot. (Cubic foot, also known as cu). Besides recognizing the prices,
buyers also have to the characteristics and systems of the refrigerator
before buying to save cost and energy.
		 - Users should purchase appropriately sized refrigerator.
For example, purchasing 2.5 cubic foot refrigerator for the first two
family members is recommended. Then buy another 1 cubic foot
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refrigerator for another family member. If users have to buy lots of sea food and keep it in
the refrigerator for many days, users should buy bigger sized refrigerator than the one
previously mentioned.
		 - Users should buy refrigerator that has thick hot insulation and Polyurethane
Foam to resist heat transfer extremely well and better than a refrigerator equipped with
low quality hot insulation.
		 - Use one-door refrigerator as two-door refrigerator will increase the growth
of energy consumption based on the same size because two-door refrigerator will have
longer cold water pipe and bigger sized compressor.
		 - Users should by refrigerator with no-frost system because melting ice in
water pipe will help to increase energy efficiency.
		 - Using 220 volt refrigerator. Using power transformer with refrigerator will
consume more energy around 5-10%.

Usage and maintenance

		 - To maximise fridge efficiency, it is important to ensure that there is space at
the back around 15 centimeters, sides and top of fridges to allow excess heat to escape.
Don’t increase cool temperature in your fridge if not necessary.
		 - Try and place refrigerators in cool places i.e. avoid placing them in direct
sunlight or other heat sources (such as next to an oven or dishwasher) which would
increase energy consumption.
		 - Place the front of refrigerators higher than the back to make the fridge doors
closed slowly and automatically.
		 - Regularly check that fridge seals are clean and close properly, as if they
are not closing properly, energy will be wasted. Seal effectiveness can be checked
by placing a piece of paper over a seal and closing the door. If the paper slides easily
when it is gently pulled the seals may need to be replaced. If the seal works unusually
or cool temperature is leaked from the fridge. This causes compressor to overwork and
consumer more energy.
		 - Keep it closed - Nothing wastes energy like a fridge or freezer door left open
unnecessarily or often. Minimize the amount of times you open the doors and when you
open the door, take out what you need and close it promptly. The cooled air just pours
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out of an open fridge or freezer, meaning more energy and power needed to get the
inside back to the right temperature. Plus opening and closing it a lot, means that the
lights inside are being turned off and on multiple times; using even more power.
		 - Melting ice in the fridge more often thereby preventing excessive heating
of the freezer compartment, causing compressor to overwork. More ice in the fridge
doesn’t mean a cooler temperature. Currently, there are many types of refrigerators with
no frost system which can help solve such problem. However, users have to regularly
check all water pipes in the refrigerator to prevent the pipes from being blocking up by
ice or something.
		 - Do not keep too much in the fridge as it will block air circulation making
the fridge running not cold enough. This makes an Automatic Refrigerator Temperature
Controller to overwork and the fridge will not stop working, resulting in the growth rate
of energy consumption.
		 - Allow hot foods to cool before putting them in the fridge.
		 - Set your refrigerator temperature to the proper setting. Temperature control
switch is near cold circuit in the fridge and it works correlatively with cold water pipe
to transfer cool temperature to the temperature control switch. Cooling level ranges
from 1 to 8 or 10. The more level means the cooler temperature. Therefore, setting your
refrigerator temperature properly will help users save electricity.
		 - Cleaning refrigerator including its compartments regularly to prevent the
refrigerator from overworking, caused from excessive heat.
		 - Unplug it if you don’t use it. After unplugging, clean it and make it opened
for a while to get rid of bad odor.
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●

Fan

		 Fan operation uses less energy than air conditioning. A ceiling fan
consumes energy around 70-100 watt and will consume around 1 unit in
12 hours. Table fan and stand up fan will consume only 1 unit if users open
it all day. (Consume energy around 25-75 watt) Users must unplug it every
time after using.
●

Iron

Iron is another electrical appliance that many households use
because the price is quite cheap. However, iron requires much energy around
750-1,200 watt. The proper ways to use iron to save energy efficiently are to set
appropriate heat temperature and gather a large amount of clothes for ironing. Do not get the
clothes wet and do not mess it up because users have to iron them for longer period, causing
the high growth of energy consumption. Unplugging iron before finishing around 2-3 minutes
will also help save energy because heat still remains and users can still iron a few more clothes.
●

Oven

		 There is a notice that changing
electricity into heat will waste a lot of
energy. Generally, it will consume more
than 1,000 watt. However, the amount of
energy consumption depends on the size of
container in which how fast it can response
to heat. Therefore, we have easy ways to
save energy for cooking.
		 Make a plan before cooking.
Users have to prepare all ingredients before
cooking.
		 Use flat bottom
container that fits with the
size of the oven. This will
have a food cooked very well.
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		 Melting a frozen food before
cooking. Users should not leave a
frozen food outside the fridge because hot
temperature will grow a bacteria, causing
a food to decay.
		 Closing boiling container. For
boiling, users must fill water in it at
appropriate level and close it every time.
This will make a food being cooked very
well with good nutrition contained.
		 Turning a switch off before a food
is nearly cooked will help save the energy
because the heat level is still high enough
to make a food cooked.
		 Alternatively, using a gas oven is
another efficient way to save energy.

●

Washing machine

		 Reading a manual before using. The amount of
clothes must be appropriate and fit with the size of washing
machine. This will increase the efficiency of cleaning and will
extend the life usage of washing machine. Using washing
machine with dry oven will consume more energy.
●

Hot pot

		 Users should buy the appropriate
size of hot pot based on the number of family
members and fill water at appropriate level,
recommended in the manual. Unplug it every
time when not in use.
●

Rice cooker

		

Recommendations for buying a rice cooker

Number of
people
1-3
4-5
6-8
8-10
10-12
●

The size of rice Amount of energy
cooker
consumed
1
1.5
2
2.8
3

450
550
600
600
800

Hot water machine

		 Users should choose to buy hot water machine that is perfectly
fit for family members. Generally, hot water machine will consume
energy about 900-4,800 watt, depending on the size of hot water
machine. Most importantly, do not turn on the switch for all day and be
aware of water leaked from carbuncle as it will cause the machine to
unnecessarily overwork.
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●

Vacuum cleaner

●

		 Vacuum cleaner consumes
a few amount of energy or around 7501,200 watt. When your vacuum bag is
full, cut open the end of the bag
to dump in order to prevent fine
dust build-up inside the vacuum
cleaner, lowering its cleaning
efficiency.
●

Hair dryer

		 The size of hair dryer defines
the amount of energy consumed,
generally ranging from 300 watt to
3,000 watt. Therefore,
wiping your hair before
using hair drying is
recommended.

Water pump

		 Today, many households use a water pump. To
use it properly, users should often check its water pipe
and all equipments in toilet for leakage to prevent a water
pump to overwork, causing a high energy consumption and
shortening its life usage. Users should install tap water that
does not link with a water pump for doing watering activities
and cleaning a car.
●

Ventilation fan

		 Ventilation fan is another electrical
appliance that does not consume much energy,
rangning from 25 watt to 30 watt. Cleaning a fan
and its compartment will increase the efficiency of
ventilation fan and helps save energy.
●

Microwave

		 Microwave consumes energy about 6501,500 watt. Users should read a manual and follows
each step properly. This will help save the energy
and extend life usage of microwave.
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●

Air conditioner

		 Air conditioner is an electrical appliance that
requires much energy and is very expensive. To use it
efficiently, users should buy air conditioner following
these suggestions.

Appropriate size
		 The capacity of the room air conditioner must fit the room
size for efficient and satisfactory operation. If air conditioner is too big
for the room, it will work harder and cost you more. If air conditioner
is too small, it will work even harder to get the room cool and will
cost you more as well. Also, its life usage will be short. Therefore,
users have to calculate the size of the space you want cooled in
square feet to find your ideal cooling capacity. Then use the chart
below to find the right amount of BTUs. The appropriate room height
must not be over 3 meters so that air conditioner will work well.

Area to be cooled
(Square meters)

Capacity Needed
(BTUs Per Hour)

13-14

8,000

16-17

10,000

20

12,000

23-24

14,000

30

18,000

40

24,000
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Types of air conditioner
		 The buyer must decide which type of air conditioner will best suit his or
her room type. Currently, there are three types of air conditioners that are mostly
used in household.
Window type air conditioner
		 Window type air conditioner is
suitable for room that has a window frame with
mirror, casement windows and louver.
Installation of the window type air conditioner
is easy.
Wall type air conditioner
		 Wall type air conditioner suits for wall
room and is more expensive than other air
conditioners when compared with the same size
of BTU (per hour). This type of air conditioner is
more efficient than other air conditioners.
Split type air conditioner
Split type air conditioner suits for room
surrounded with mirror, wall and curtain.
Room cannot be pierced for installation. This
type of air conditioner has lower efficiency than
other air conditioner comparing with the same
size.

Price and Life usage
		 Besides the price of air conditioner, buyers also have to recognize on
the amount of monthly energy bill they have to pay for. Buyers also have to know
the air conditioner’s lifetime usage and its efficiency in which energy must be
least consumed while providing the coolest temperature.
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Things to do to use air-conditioner efficiently
Install in an appropriate area. Install air conditioner higher than ground
so that users can turn on and off the switch more conveniently and to create
a good air flow in the room. Heat flowing from the compressor outside the
room should also not be restricted by stuff to create a good air flow and prevent
excessive heat. Upon installation, the air conditioner system must not be
exposed to direct heat or sunlight or touches some heat from other equipments.
No cool air leaks. Close all windows to prevent hot air from coming
from outside as heat will lower cooling temperature. Rooms with hot
insulations will increase the efficiency of cooling system of the air conditioner.
Setting functions appropriately. Users should set cool function in HI mode
when firstly turning on the air conditioner and then select LOW mode consequently.
This enables faster cooling of the room. Choose close mode for air ventilation will
prevent cool air from going outside the room. Users should also set the “thermostat”
or temperature controller at mid level or around 78 ¯F or 26 ¯C. Setting too low
thermostat will cause air conditioner to overwork and consumes too much energy.
Regularly clean air conditioner. Users should often clean the front air filter
that mainly absorbs dust at least one times per month to allow wind to flow out
better. Users should take the front air filter out and wash it with soap and warm
water and squeeze it and make it dry. Don’t twist it. Users should also clean the
back air filter regularly and keep it away from dust which can cause excessive heat.
For inside compartment, users should hire officers to help clean all compartments
in air conditioner one times a year or more if his or her room corrects a lot of dust.
Turn off air conditioner. Air conditioner is not only an expensive
electrical appliance, but also consumes higher amount of energy than a fan. Air
conditioner with 12,000 BTU per hour consumes 1,450 watt or more than that of a
16 inch fan by 20 times. Therefore, if the weather is not too hot with a wind flowing
in and out the room very well, using only a fan is recommended to save energy bill.
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Energy saving measures for public sector
1. Close the light when not in use. Turn on the light only when necessary. Cleaning
the light bulbs more often to prevent light scattering caused by dust.

2. Turn on air conditioner at 25¯C and clean it twice a year and reduce use of air
conditioner.

3. Do not turn on television when nobody watches and takes care of and do not
only turn it off with the remote controller. Switch off the stand by mode also.

4. Use electrical appliance certified with no. 5 and unplug electrical appliance every
time when not in use.

5. Set up refrigerator away from the wall at least 15 centimeters and do not keep
hot food in refrigerator. Do not open and close refrigerator too often.

6. Unplug hot pot when water is completely boiled. Quit your habit of
plugging it all day.

7. Turn off

computer monitor when not in use more than 15 minutes and
shut down the computer every time when not in use.

8. Only use hot water machine when the
weather is cool.

9. Choose to buy rice cooker that fits a number

of family members and unplug it every time when
rice is completely cooked.

10. Ironing a large amount of clothes at one time and don’t let
the clothes get too wet.

Following all 10 tips of energy saving measures mentioned above
will not only help the nation save the overall’s energy use, but also save the
monthly energy bill. Saving energy has now become the national agenda
and all Thais should practice it for the sake of nation.
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